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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 OVERVIEW

In March 2016, a computer program named AlphaGo which is developed by Google DeepMind beat Lee Sedol in playing the board game Go and it was the first time a computer program beat human 9-dan professional in game Go because Go is one of most difficult games that have a large search space. AlphaGo uses algorithms in deep learning to “learn” from the previous game record both from top human players and computer-to-computer records. The success of AlphaGo makes deep learning become a popular topic in computer science and attracts more and more researcher dive into the deep learning area.

Recent years, more and more researchers in both university and industry devote them into the field of deep learning and the number of published articles about deep learning algorithms have exploded. Both the universities and companies are pushing forward to speed up the developments and research of this area since the deep learning can solve a lot of problems better than classic machine learning algorithm. Deep Neural Network are widely used nowadays in our daily life such as recommendation systems, automatic translation, auto-drive car, etc.
Among all the popular deep learning problems, we are interested in the problem that joining image and text based on the classic question-answering problem. This problem combines computer vision problems such as image caption and object detection and some text process problems such as natural language processing.

The objective of our project is to use the deep learning method to solve Visual Question Answering problem. Visual Question Answering is a new dataset which include both open-end questions and multiple choice questions about images, it allows us to rise a question to an image, and the deep learning model will answer the question based on the image. Visual Question Answering can be regarded as a promotion of classic text based Question Answering problem. From the previous works, we can find that the most common method to solve this Visual Question Answering problem is to use Convolutional Neural Network to extract visual features from images first. Then using the Long Short-Term Memory (a kind of Recurrent Neural Network) to process the embedded natural language question vectors.

In the last semester, we have built a simple model which can answer the questions based on a given image. But there were many drawbacks in that model, such as low accuracy, extract the image information from the whole image, etc. In
this semester, we decide to improve the model to achieve a higher accuracy and make it a more powerful model.

1.2 Statement of Purpose

The task of our final year project in the second semester is to come up with a new model about Visual Question Answering to enhance the accuracy of previous models since there are many limitations in previous models.

Based on the model of the last semester, the objectives of the second semester are:

- Using new word embedding to substitute the current word embedding algorithm because of the limitation of current algorithm.

- Extract local information from an image instead of extract the whole image as an input.
- Extend the number of language support. For example, French, German.

- Extend the input from image to video. i.e. input is a video and a question, then the model will output the answer based on the input material.
Chapter 2: STUDY OF TECHNOLOGY

2.1 TENSORFLOW

2.1.1 Introduction to TensorFlow

In our project, we use a famous deep learning platform TensorFlow, which support various of APIs of deep learning algorithms such as CNN (Convolutional Neural Network), RNN (Recurrent Neural Network) and LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) which are the most popular deep learning algorithm models in the fields of image processing, speech process and natural language processing. TensorFlow is an open source library for machine learning which is developed by Google brain team and it is based on DistBelief and it is named TensorFlow because of its methodology.

There are two basic but important objects in TensorFlow, one is the Tensor, another is the data flow graph. The basic principle of TensorFlow is to do operation using Tensor. Tensor is a N-dimension array and Flow means the
calculation is based on the data flow graph. And the process of “TensorFlow” is the flow of tensor from a node of date flow graph to another node of graph. TensorFlow is a system that transfers the complex data structures to the artificial neural network and analysis and process the input data.

2.1.2 Tensor

Formally, Tensors are multiple maps from vector spaces to the real number and its linear form function that can be used to represent the relationship of geometric vectors, scalars and other tensors. The relationship can be inner product, outer product and linear mapping and Cartesian product. In informal way, a tensor is a typed multi-dimensional array.

The following figure is an example of a tensor. As we can see, the coordinate of a tensor is in a N-Dimension space and contains n^r vectors.

![Figure 3: Envisioning n-th order Tensors](image)
2.1.3 Data Flow Graph

The data flow graph is the computation model using directed graph, nodes and edges. In this graph, nodes not only represent the mathematics operations, but also represent the operation that read/write the global variable, endpoints for feeding data and endpoints for pushing out result. Edges represent the communication between nodes and indicates the relationship between nodes by transiting tensor, multidimensional data arrays, between nodes. When running the TensorFlow program, the nodes will be assigned to computational devices like CPU and GPU, and each node can run in parallel asynchronously and execute instructions when data of all its incoming edges is really.
2.1.4 Advantages of TensorFlow

- Flexibility

TensorFlow is not a strictly library of “neural network”. You can use TensorFlow as if you can represent your calculation as a data flow graph. You can construct the graph and the internal circulation in your driver. TensorFlow provides useful tools to help assemble the sub-graph. Users can write the “upper
library” based on the library of TensorFlow, users can also write the C++ program in the lower layer to optimize the operations in the TensorFlow.

- **Portability**

  TensorFlow can run normally on both CPU and GPU. It can work on the laptops, servers and mobile phones.

- **Connect research and product**

  In the past days, if you want to implement your ideas in machine learning, you need to program plenty of codes. Nowadays, using TensorFlow can simplify the implementation of ideas and increase the efficiency of the research.

- **Auto-differentiate**

  Algorithms of machine learning which rely on gradient can be benefit of the auto-differentiate function of TensorFlow. Users only need to define the the structure of model and combine the structure with the objective function, then TensorFlow will automatically differentiate the related calculation with the given data.

- **Multiple Programming Language Support**
TensorFlow has a C++ and Python user interface to help user construct and execute the data flow graph. Users can write C++/Python programs directly or they can also use iPython interface to try some ideas.

- Performance Optimization

TensorFlow not only supports a single machine mode but also supports a distributed system. It also supports thread, queue, asynchronous and so on.

*Figure 5: Single Machine Mode of TensorFlow*
Thus, when the work load is too heavy for single machine, we can use a distributed system to reduce the runtime of the operations.

2.2 **FEEDFORWARD NEURAL NETWORK**

Before we understand the recurrent neural network, we need to introduce the feedforward neural network. The feedforward neural network is named after the way they channel information propagate at the nodes of the network. Each node in the network feeds information straight through and there is no connection between the nodes in the same layer of the network.

2.2.1 **Multi-Layer Neural Network**

In the feedforward neural network, each train sample are fed into the network, after a series of mathematical operations, finally the network has an
output. In the supervised learning, the output of a training sample would be a label.

The following figure is the structure of a feedforward neural network:

![Overview of Feedforward Neural Network](image)

**Figure 7: Overview of Feedforward Neural Network**

### 2.2.2 Computational Unit - Neuron

The structure of nodes in the above network is as following:

![Diagram of Single Neuron](image)

**Figure 8: Diagram of Single Neuron**
The neuron in the above case is the computational unit of neural network and it take \( x_1, x_2, x_3 \) (and +1 intercept item) as input and output \( h_{w,b}(x) \).

\[
h_{w,b}(x) = f(W^T x) = f\left(\sum_{i=1}^{3} W_i x_i + b\right)
\]

The \( f \) in the above equation is called activation equation. There are several kinds of activation equation, such as sigmoid function, tanh function, rectified linear function and so on.

- **Sigmoid function**: \( f(z) = \frac{1}{1+\exp(-z)} \)
- **tanh function**: \( f(z) = \tanh(z) = \frac{e^z-e^{-z}}{e^z+e^{-z}} \)
- **Rectified linear function**: \( f(z) = \max(0, z) \)
2.2.3 Neural Network Model

A neural network is an aggregation of many neurons, and the outputs of some neurons is the inputs of another, here is an example of a small neural network:

![A Small Neural Network](image)

*Figure 10: A Small Neural Network*
In this figure, each circle is a neuron and the circles labeled “+1” are called “bias unit” which is the intercept term. The leftmost layer of the neural network is called input layer, \(x_1, x_2, x_3\) are the neurons in the input layer in this figure. The rightmost layer is the output layer, and there is only one node in the output layer of the above neural network. The layers between the input layer and the output layer is called hidden layer, the values of hidden layer is not observed in the training set.

Let \(W_{ij}^{(l)}\) be the parameter associated with the connection between unit \(j\) in layer \(i\), and unit \(I\) in layer \(l + 1\). Let \(a_i^{(l)}\) be the activation of unit \(i\) in layer \(l\).

Then the computation of the above neural network can be represented by the following equations.

\[
\begin{align*}
a_1^{(2)} &= f\left(W_{11}^{(1)} x_1 + W_{12}^{(1)} x_2 + W_{13}^{(1)} x_3 + b_1^{(1)}\right) \\
a_2^{(2)} &= f\left(W_{21}^{(1)} x_1 + W_{22}^{(1)} x_2 + W_{23}^{(1)} x_3 + b_2^{(1)}\right) \\
a_3^{(2)} &= f\left(W_{31}^{(1)} x_1 + W_{32}^{(1)} x_2 + W_{33}^{(1)} x_3 + b_3^{(1)}\right)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
h_{W,b}(x) = a_1^{(3)} = f\left(W_{11}^{(2)} a_1^{(2)} + W_{12}^{(2)} a_2^{(2)} + W_{13}^{(2)} a_3^{(2)} + b_1^{(2)}\right)
\]

We can make the computation more quickly if we use vector to represent the values of nodes and the coefficients in each layers, i.e.,

\[
f([z_1, z_2, z_3]) = [f(z_1), f(z_2), f(z_3)]
\]
In this case, the above equations can be written as:

\[ z^{(2)} = W^{(1)} x + b^{(1)} \]

\[ a^{(2)} = f(z^{(2)}) \]

\[ z^{(3)} = W^{(2)} A^{(2)} + b^{(2)} \]

\[ h_{W,b}(x) = a^{(3)} = f(z^{(3)}) \]

This step is called forward propagation, to refine the neural network model, we need to compare the forward propagation result with the true label of the input and backpropagation the error.

### 2.2.4 Backpropagation Algorithm

The neural network can be trained using batch gradient descent if we have a training set \( \{(x^{(1)}, y^{(1)}), \ldots, (x^{(m)}, y^{(m)})\} \) of \( m \) training samples. For each training sample \((x, y)\), we want to minimize the cost function:

\[ J(W, b; x, y) = \frac{1}{2} \| h_{W,b}(x) - y \|^2 \]

For the whole train set, we can define the overall cost function as following according to the above equation:
\[ J(w, b) = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} j(W, b; x^{(i)}, y^{(i)}) + \frac{\lambda}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{n_l-1} \sum_{j=1}^{s_i} (W_{ji}^{(l)})^2 \]

\[ = \left[ \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \left( \frac{1}{2} \| h_{W,b}(x^{(i)} - y^{(i)}) \|^2 \right) \right] + \frac{\lambda}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{n_l-1} \sum_{j=1}^{s_i} (W_{ji}^{(l)})^2 \]

The first term is the definition of error, and the second term is a regularization term to prevent overfitting. The \( \lambda \) controls the relative importance of the first term and second term.

Usually, we use gradient descent to optimize the parameters \( W \) and \( b \) simultaneously. The equations are as following:

\[ W_{ij}^{(l)} = W_{ij}^{(l)} - \alpha \frac{\partial}{\partial W_{ij}^{(l)}} J(W, b) \]

\[ b_{i}^{(l)} = b_{i}^{(l)} - \alpha \frac{\partial}{\partial b_{i}^{(l)}} J(W, b) \]

The \( \alpha \) in the above equations is the learning rate and it should be choosing properly.

The derivative of the cost function of \( J(w, b) \) is as following:

\[ \frac{\partial}{\partial W_{ij}^{(l)}} J(w, b) = \left[ \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \frac{\partial}{\partial W_{ij}^{(l)}} J(W, b; x^{(i)}, y^{(i)}) \right] + \lambda W_{ij}^{(l)} \]
\[ \frac{\partial}{\partial b_i^{(l)}} J(w, b) = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \frac{\partial}{\partial b_i^{(l)}} J(W, b; x^{(i)}, y^{(i)}) \]

In the last, the training process of a train sample can be written as following steps, and we donate the data in each layer as matrix.

1. Perform the feedforward pass to a train set and compute the activations for each layer. The activations for each layers can be donate as \(L_2, L_3 \ldots L_{nl}\).

2. For the last layer (output layer), we have:
   \[ \delta^{(nl)} = -(y - a^{(nl)}) * f'(Z^{(nl)}) \]

3. For each hidden layer:
   \[ \delta^{(l)} = ((W^{(l)})^T \delta^{(l+1)}) * f'(Z^{(l)}) \]

4. Apply the gradient descent:
   \[ \nabla_{W^{(l)}} J(W, b; x, y) = \delta^{(l)} (a^{(l)})^T \]
   \[ \nabla_{b^{(l)}} J(W, b; x, y) = \delta^{(l+1)} \]
2.3 **RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORK**

2.3.1 Typical Recurrent Neural Network

When human beings read articles, they comprehend the whole article by understanding each word based on the meaning of previous words since a single word doesn’t have any meaning.

In traditional Neural Network, there have no connection between the nodes in the same layer. That means traditional Neural Network cannot preserve the relation between the original input data and this is a major defect of traditional full connected neural network.

Recurrent Neural Network is designed to preserve the relationship between the node and its previous node. There are connections between nodes in the same layer of Recurrent Neural Network and this property makes Recurrent Neural Network becomes applicable to solve the problems like handwriting and natural language processing.

![Figure 11: A Single Layer of Recurrent Neural Network](image-url)
In the above figure, A is a single layer in a Recurrent Neural Network while it has input parameter X and output value h and the value of information can pass from the previous nodes to next nodes in the same layer, that is from $X_t$ to $X_{t-1}$.

Recurrent Neural Network are widely used in recent years since it has been proved to have an excellent performance in solving a various of problems like speech recognition, language translation and so on.

### 2.3.2 Long Short-term Memory

Although Recurrent Neural Network have a good performance in some area, but it still has some shortcomings. Sometimes, we only need to loop back to just a few steps, for example, when we want to predict the next word the user may input, we may only look up the previous several words that has been inputted. In the above case, Recurrent Neural Network can have an excellent performance. But if we want to solve the Question Answering problem, looking up only several previous words doesn’t work anymore. We need the content from further back. In practice, Recurrent Neural Network doesn’t seem to solve this “Long-Term dependencies” problem well.

Long Short-Term Memory is explicitly designed to solve the “Long-Term dependencies” problem and it is kind of Recurrent Neural Network which proposed in 1997.
Long Short-Term Memory have the same chain structure like Recurrent Neural Network, but they have a different repeat module in a single node. In General, a standard Recurrent Neural network only has single neural network layer while Long Short-Term Memory has four.
2.3.3 Bidirectional Recurrent Neural Network

Bidirectional Recurrent Neural Network is introduced by Schuster and Paliwal [2] in 1997. It is an extension of Recurrent Neural Network and it eliminates some limitations of Multilayer Perceptron (MLPs), Time Delay Neural Network (TDNNs) and Standard Recurrent Neural Network (RNNs). The input data of these kinds of neural networks are fixed, and Bidirectional Recurrent Neural Network can be trained without this limitation and it does not require the input data to be fixed since Bidirectional Recurrent Neural Network is training simultaneously in both positive and negative time direction (See the following figure).

![Unidirectional RNN and Bidirectional RNN](image)

(a) unidirectional RNN  (b) bidirectional RNN

Figure 15: Unidirectional RNN and Bidirectional RNN

Currently, Bidirectional Recurrent Neural Network is widely used in speech recognition, translation, handwritten recognition and protein structure prediction.
2.4 **CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK**

In machine learning, convolutional neural network, inspired by animal vision system, is a type of feed-forward neural network that is generally used for image processing because the architecture of convolutional neural network is very suitable for this kind of tasks. For example, the ImageNet (Krizhevsky, Sutskever and Hinton) model has an excellent performance on image classification.

A very important difference between standard artificial neural network and convolutional neural network is that the neurons in the layers of convolutional neural networks is arranged into three dimensions instead of two dimensions in artificial neural network. In addition, differing from the neurons in artificial neural network, the neurons in convolutional neural network only connects to a small region of neurons instead of all neurons in previous layer. (O'Shea and Nash)

2.4.1 **Overall architecture**

Convolutional neural networks are composed of three kinds of layers, which are fully-connected layers, pooling layers and convolutional layers.
As an example, the architecture shown above can be decomposed into several parts.

- Same as traditional artificial neural network, the input layer of Convolutional Neural Network holds the input data.

- Every neuron in the convolutional layers generate its own output by calculating the scalar sum of the products of weights and inputs from the neuron which it connected.

- The pooling layers apply down-sampling to reduce the dimension of input from previous layer. Therefore, the number of neurons, such as, neurons in preceding convolutional layer, and the number of parameters, such as, weights hold by neurons in preceding convolution layer, will be reduced. Therefore, the total model complexity is reduced due to pooling layers.
- The full-layers have the same functionality as in artificial neural network which is calculating the class scores from the activations, which will be used for classification.

According to this small sample, convolutional neural networks can transform the input using several technologies, like convolution, down-sampling layer by layer to produce class score for classification or other purposes.

2.4.2 Convolution Layer

Convolution layer is the most important layer of convolutional neural network and the parameter in this kind of layer is the learnable kernels.

These kernels are commonly very small in terms of dimension comparing with input. In convolutional layer, when the input is ready, the input convolves with the small kernel to create a 2D activation map.

Figure 17: Using Gaussian Kernel to filter an image
As we scan the input, the convolution result will be calculated using the kernels for each portion of input. Kernels will learn whether a specific feature has been sawn at a certain position of the input from the network and these processes are usually called activations. Each kernel has its own activation map based on the input, and these activation maps will be stack together to form a 3D-array as output of convolutional layers.

![Figure 18: Convolution Process of An Image](image)

As we all known, artificial neural networks which are been trained for image processing are always too large due to fully-connected manner of standard artificial neural network, therefore this kind of artificial neural networks cannot be efficient enough for training. To solve this problem, neurons in convolutional layers only connect to a small region of neurons in previous layer. The size of this region is called receptive field size.

For instance, if the input image is RBG image with size 100 * 100 * 3 and receptive field size is set to 5 * 5, each neuron in convolution layers should only
maintain 75 weights comparing with 30000 weights for neurons in artificial neural networks.

Convolution layers also can optimize their output to reduce the model complexity significantly. There are three basic hyper-parameters for optimization which are the depth, the strike, and the size of zero-padding.

Depth is the third dimension of the output and it controls the number of neurons connect to the same region of input. Reducing the depth can significantly reduce the neurons in convolutional layers.

Stride controls the height and weight of output. If the stride is set to 1, the receptive fields will be heavily overlapped and the output will be very large. So increasing the stride can reduce the overlapping of receptive fields and the size of output.

Zero-padding is the process that padding on the border of the input. Therefore, the number of zeros that zero-padding applies can further control the size of output.

It is important to understand these three hyper-parameters and we can calculate the size of output based on the formula \( \frac{(N - F + 2 \times Z)}{(S + 1)} \) where \( N \) is the size of input, \( F \) is receptive field size, \( Z \) is the size of zeros padding on the
border and S is the stride. If the result is not an integer, the stride is set incorrectly because the neurons cannot fit in this configuration on the input.

### 2.4.3 Pooling layers

Pool layers is used to reduce the size of data and therefore reduce the parameters (weights) of each neuron and model complexity. The pool layers take activation maps as input and reduce their size by using Max function. Since the pool layers use Max function, this kind of pool layers are usually referred to max-pooling layers. For instance, if a kernel with size 2 * 2 is applied with stride 2 to the input, the height and width will all be reduced to the half of their counterpart of input. Therefore, the size of output is reduced to only 25% of the size of input with the depth unchanged.

*Figure 19: Pooling Layer*
As the pooling layers remove information from input, there are only two ways to implement max-pooling. The first one is already described in example above. The kernel is set to 2 * 2 and stride is set to 2. Another one is called overlapping-pooling, where the kernel is set to 3 * 3 and stride is set to 2. In general, the size of kernel cannot exceed 3, because it will remove too much information.

2.4.4 Fully-connected Layers

each neuron in fully-connected layer connects to all the neurons in previous layer and preceding layer. The functionality of fully-connected layers in convolutional neural networks is the same as theirs in artificial neural network.

Figure 20: Fully Connected Layers In CNN
2.4.5 SoftMax Layer (Output Layer)

SoftMax function is an extension of logistic function. The logistic regression is to solve the binary problem which are labeled \{0, 1\}.

The hypothesis function of logistic regression is:

\[
h_\theta(x) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp(-\theta^T x)}
\]

The cost function of logistic regression is:

\[
J(\theta) = -\frac{1}{m} \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{m} y^{(i)} \log h_\theta(x^{(i)}) + (1 - y^{(i)}) \log (1 - h_\theta(x^{(i)})) \right]
\]

The train process is to minimize the cost function \(J(\theta)\). After we obtain the optimal parameter, we can use the logistic function to predict the result of input data. But the logistic function can only be used in binary problem, when the labels
of data is larger than two, we need to use $k$ logistic classifiers and it is fussy. In this case, we can use the SoftMax function to solve the problem.

The hypothesis function of SoftMax function is:

$$h_\theta(x^{(i)}) = \begin{bmatrix} p(y^{(i)} = 1|x^{(i)}; \theta) \\ p(y^{(i)} = 2|x^{(i)}; \theta) \\ \vdots \\ p(y^{(i)} = k|x^{(i)}; \theta) \end{bmatrix} = \frac{1}{\sum_{j=1}^{k} e^{\theta_j^T x^{(i)}}} \begin{bmatrix} \theta_1^T x^{(i)} \\ \theta_2^T x^{(i)} \\ \vdots \\ \theta_k^T x^{(i)} \end{bmatrix}$$

The cost function of logistic regression is:

$$J(\theta) = -\frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \sum_{j=1}^{k} 1\{y^{(i)} = j\} \log \frac{\theta_j^T x^{(i)}}{\sum_{l=1}^{k} \theta_l^T x^{(i)}}$$

The train process of the SoftMax function is like to the logistic function, and finally we can use the function to predict the result:

$$P(y = j|x) = \frac{e^{x^T w_j}}{\sum_{k=1}^{K} e^{x^T w_k}}$$
2.5 **Neural Reasoner**

2.5.1 Overview

Neural reasoner is proposed by Baoling Peng et al. [3] in 2015 and it is a framework that used in natural language sentence processing. The high level structure of neural reasoner is as following:

![Diagram of Neural Reasoner](image)

Figure 22: Diagram of Neural Reasoner [3]

As we can see, the neural reasoner consists of one decoding layer and several reasoning layers and the function of encoding layer is to convert the natural language sentences (including questions and facts) into matrices and the reasoning layer the recursively update the representations of the questions and facts.

\[ Q^{\text{encode}} \xrightarrow{} q^{(0)}, F_k^{\text{encode}} \xrightarrow{} f_k^{(0)}, k = 1, 2, ..., K. \]
The process of encoding and reasoning is to simulate the process of human logic thinking. As there are several facts and one question about these facts, human can obtain the answer of the question by analyze the logics between the facts and the questions. In this case, the neural reasoning can handle a series of facts and obtain the final answer by iteratively reasoning between the facts questions.
2.5.2 Encoding Layer

The purpose of encoding layer is to find the representation of natural languages and there are different models to achieve it, e.g. Convolutional Neural
Network, Recurrent Neural Network. We choose LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) to encode the questions in our project.

2.5.3 Reasoning Layer

The reasoning layer consists of some question-fact iteration, polling. We will introduce these in detail later.

i) Question-Fact Iteration

In the reasoning layer $l$:

$$\left[ q_k^{(l)}, f_k^{(l)} \right] \overset{\text{def}}{=} gDNN_l \left( \left[ (q^{(l-1)})^T, f_k^{(l-1)}T \right] T; \Theta_l \right)$$

ii) Pooling

We have three kinds of pooling:

- Average / Max Pooling:
Figure 24: Max Pooling & Average Pooling

- Gating:

We can use a gating network to determine the weight of each input data based on the facts and questions in the current layer.

Figure 25: Gating Network
➤ Model-based:

We can use a Convolutional Neural Network or Recurrent Neural Network to handle the facts and questions.
Chapter 3: METHODOLOGY

3.1 NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING

3.1.1 Traditional Method of Processing Natural Language

The ability for computers to communicating with human in natural language is what human are keeping on chasing. To let computers to be able to communicate with human in natural language, computers need to be able to understand the meaning of natural language and able to express the ideas in natural language. The first one is called Natural Language Understanding and the second one is called Natural Language Generating. Therefore, Natural Language Processing basically contains two parts which are Natural Language Understanding and Natural Language Generation. Historically, scientists did more research on Natural Language Understand and less on Natural Language Generation. However, situation is changed now.

Achieving the communication between human and computers is natural language is very difficult because of:
- Difficulty to determine the boundary of words. In speaking, there is not boundary between word and word. Therefore, computer need find out the best combination of words based on the context.

- Ambiguity of words. One word may have different meanings. The computer need to find out the most suitable meaning based on the context.

- Ambiguity of grammar. Sentences may have different parsing trees because of ambiguous grammar. Therefore, computer need to determine which parse tree is the best based on the context.

When neural network is not introduced in this field, conceptual dependency theory is widely used in Natural Language Processing.

Conceptual dependency theory is first introduced in 1969. In this model, two sentences with the same meaning will have the same representation even though the words in these two sentences are not the same. Four basic representational tokens are used in conceptual dependency theory model which are real word objects with some attributes, real world actions with some attributes, times, locations.
After machine learning is introduced, a revolution occurred in this field. At the beginning, scientists used machine learning to produce something like decision thing to represent the natural language which is like previous traditional approach. Later, scientists began to focus on developing representation algorithms, like word embedding, on statistical models.

### 3.1.2 Work Embedding

Word embedding is a set of techniques that maps words or phrases to vectors of real numbers. We will use the word2vec model developed by Google to process the natural language text of train questions and answers.
Word2vec learning how words are used in input text by using a shallow neural network. Word2vec output a matrix and each column of this matrix represents a word in input text and provides a numerical description on how the word is used in input text. If the input train text is large enough, the vector that represent two words with similar meaning will have small vector distance. For instance, the word “woman” and word “lady” may have a small vector distance. Most application of word2vec judge the similarity of two words using cosine similarity. Empirically, Word2vec has very nice performance when the input text is very large, consistent and without ambiguity.

To map the words or phrases to numerical vector, A technique called “skip-gram with negative sample” is used by Word2vec. This method can be roughly divided into 5 steps.
First, take a word in the input text as target and a few words that are close to this target as context.

Second, represent each word in the input text by a random numerical vector. After this step, we can get the numerical vector of the target and context.

Third, put the vector of target and context together and shorten the distance of these vectors.

Fourth, pick up the words randomly from the input text outside the context, and enlarge the distance between the vectors of these words and the vector of the target. By doing this, we can make our target be further away from the words which is rarely used in context.

As keep on applying this process on the targets and their contexts, the vectors of words which are always used together will be pulling closer and closer which the vectors of words which are rarely used together will be pushing further and further.

3.1.3 Bilingual Word Embedding

###
3.2 Text-based Question Answering

3.2.1 Word Embedding

First, we perform the word embedding to convert word strings into vectors. The method to perform the word embedding is call Skip-gram (Mikolov, Sutskever and Chen). First, we will traverse all the words in the training set and get a unique word dictionary vector. Second, we can replace words in all the sentence in the train set with the index of the word in the dictionary vector. After converting sentence in the train set into vectors, we can use Long Short-Term Memory (Understanding LSTM Networks) (LSTM) to capture more information about the sentence.

3.2.2 End-to-End Memory Network

After converting the words to vectors, end-to-end memory network is used to solve question answering problem, this network is a kind of recurrent neural network where the recurrence reads from a large data before it produces the result.
End-To-End Memory Network can divide into the following parts:

- **Input representation:**

  In this stage, the model maintains several embedding matrices with the same dimension. We use a certain embedding matrix to convert the input vectors to memory vectors and convert the query to an internal state. After that, we compute the match, which is a possibility, of the memory vectors and the internal state by using SoftMax function on the dot product of these vectors.

- **Output representation:**

  In this stage, we use the output vectors, which are calculated for each input vector by using another embedding matrix, to compute to the response vector of the memory. The response vector is simply the sum of the products of each output vector and its corresponding possibility which is computed in last stage.

- **Find out the prediction:**
In the single layer case, the prediction of the network is to sum all response vector and the internal state and then pass this sum through the weight matrix. Finally, we can use Softmax function to get the result.

### 3.3 Image Processing

In image science, image processing represents a various of technologies that used to analysis and process the images such that the images meet the visual or mentality request or some other technical requirements. It is an application of signal processing in the domain of images. Nowadays, most of images are stored in digital format, thus image processing most refers to the digital image processing. Besides, some methods based on the optical theories still holds an importance position.

Image processing is sub-class of signal processing and has a deep connection with computer science and artificial intelligence. The traditional ways in process the one-dimension signals can be used in image processing such as quantization and noise elimination. But the images are still two-dimension signals which have their own special methods.
3.3.1 Traditional Method

When the neural network is not widely used, scientists use feature detection to gather information from images, deciding whether every single pixel belongs to an image feature. Therefore, the result of feature detection is usually a collection of sets of pixels and the sets contains isolated points, continuous lines or continuous regions.

![Feature Detection](image)

*Figure 29: Feature Detection*

Nowadays, there is not universal and accurate definition of features. Features are usually determined by the problems or the applications. Features can be the interest parts in a digital image and they are the starting point of many computational images analysis algorithm. Whether an algorithm will be successful or not depends on which features this algorithm uses. Therefore, features must be repeatable which means the features extracted on different images in same scenario should always be the same.
Feature detection is a very fundamental algorithm in image processing, which means it is always the first processing on the images. Feature detection checks every single pixel and determine whether this pixel represents a feature. If feature detection is a part of a larger algorithm, then feature detection usually only check the feature regions of images. As the preprocessing of feature detection, the input images are usually smoothed by using Gaussian kernel.

Many different image processing algorithms use feature detection as its starting point. Therefore, many different detection algorithms are developed and the types of features, the computational complexity and repeatability are varied from each other.

i) **Edge Detection**

Edge detection is a fundamental problem in computer vision and image processing and aims to find the pixel at which image brightness changes a lot in the images. The sharp change in pixels usually refers to important change of feature. These changes include discontinuities in depth, discontinuities in surface orientation, changes in material properties and variations in scene illumination.
After applying feature detection, the size of data is significantly reduced, some information which is considered as not important is removed and the important structural features of image are remained.

There are many different methods to perform edge detection, most of them can be categorized into two parts, search-based and zero-based. The search-based method detects edges by computing the gradient of images and finding the local directional maximum of gradient. The zero-crossing based methods search for the zero-crossing of the Laplacian of images.

**ii) The Shortcomings of Traditional Method**

Although some traditional method in image processing can achieve a better performance, there are still some shortcomings in these ways. As the rapidly
development of the computation speed of computers, deep learning algorithms are wildly used in image processing, such as CNN (Convolutional Neural Network). The results of experiments show that deep learning can perform better than the traditional methods in image processing.

![Figure 31: Enhance of Image Using Optical Theory](http://example.com)

In our project, we should extract the features of an image and feed the features into the neural network. According to the previous experiments, CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) has an excellent performance in extracting the features of images. And we will introduce the Convolutional Neural Network in the next chapter.

### 3.4 EXTEND TEXT QA TO IMAGE QA

#### 3.4.1 Extract Image Features.

In our application, we used the VGG model to extract the feature from training set.
VGG model contains a stack of convolutional layers with kernel size of 3 * 3. The convolutional stride is 1 and the zero-padding size is also 1. For pooling layers, VGG model contains five max-pooling layers with 2 * 2 kernel and stride equal to 2. Following the convolutional layers, there are three Fully-connected layers. The first and second fully-connected layer contains 4096 neurons each while the third layer has only 1000 neurons because this layer is used to perform ILSVRC classification. Finally, we add a soft-max layer as final layer.

Instead of training our own VGG model, we use the VGG provided Keras. After deploy the model in our application, we extract the feature from the images in MSCOCO dataset. In our program for extracting feature, we set parameter batch size to 10, which means the program will process 10 images in one turn. In each turn, we extract feature of these ten images, which are vectors, using the VGG model. After the features are produced by the VGG model, we store the features into a file as the input of LSTM.
3.4.2 Feed the Image Features to LSTM

![Figure 32: Whole Model of Visual Question Answering](image)

After using Convolutional Neural Network to extract the features from the image train set, we feed these features with the text vectors to the Long Short-Term Memory to train the model.

3.5 **Neural Reasoner**

The neural reasoner is widely used in question answering problems, and we can extend it to visual question answering. The image can be regarded as the facts in the question answering problems.

In this case, we use object localization algorithms to detect the significant object in an image and find the box proposals of these objects. Then update the matrices of question and images iteratively using reasoning.
3.6 French Language Support

In this term, since we want to achieve the VQA in French, we introduce a method called Bilingual word embedding. This method is developed by Stanford.

First, we introduce monolingual models and bilingual model. Monolingual models are the models like word2vec model that we used in last semester and can convert a single word of certain language into a vector. Bilingual models are the models that contain two monolingual models that interpret two different languages and these two monolingual models will embed two words with same meaning in two different languages into two vectors which are closer than other word-embedding vectors. For example, the distance between the word-embedding vector of cat and word-embedding vector of chat is smaller than distances between word-embedding vector of cat and word-embedding vectors of French words other than chat.

When building up bilingual model, in terms of monolingual components, any famous word-embedding model can be a proper candidate. Therefore, we choose the word2vec model used in the last semester. To coordinate two monolingual models that interpret two languages and interpret words into vectors that bilingual model needs, we adapt the skipgram model with negative sampling which described in previous section to the bilingual context. Such a consistent
choice of architectures results in a natural and effective way of building bilingual models from existing monolingual models. The basic idea of this method is that if we have sentence $S_1 \ w_A1 \ w_A2 \ w_A3$ in language $L_1$, sentence $S_2 \ w_B1 \ w_B2 \ w_B3$ in language $L_2$ and we know that the meaning of $S_1$ and $S_2$ are the same with the meaning of $w_A2$ and $w_B2$ are the same, we can conclude that there is high probability that the meaning of $w_A1$ and $w_B1$ are the same. Therefore, according to the conclusion above, the skipgram model will shorten the distance between vector representations of $w_A1$ and $w_B1$. By doing this iteratively using a very large dataset, we can build up a bilingual model we need.

3.7 **VIDEO SUPPORT**

3.7.1 Surveys

To make our model support the video input, we surveyed plenty of algorithms and find the common approach to achieve this goal, that is, we use some algorithms to extract the video information and then combine this information with question and train the model.

There are several approaches [7] to extract the information of a video or represent a video, e.g., GRU (Gated Recurrent Unit, a kind of Recurrent Neural Network), additional Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory, Extended Soft-
Attention model and Extended Sequence-to-sequence (E-SS) model. The structure of these model is as following:

Figure 33: Extended End-to-End Memory Network

Figure 34: Extended Visual Question Answering Model
3.7.2 Method

We have analyzed these models above and we find some limitation in our project. First, if we want to train a new model based on the above approach, we
need the video and question-answer training set to train the model, but we didn’t have enough time to collect the train set. Second, if we want to use the current model to process the videos, we cannot input the video or the representation of the video directly, since the meaning of the representation of video is different with the meaning of representation of image.

In this situation, we come up with the following approach to achieve the video question answering. The structure is as following:

![Figure 37: Structure of Our Video Question Answering](image)
We first use the scene detector to cut out the key scenes in a video and using the model to predict an answer for each frame that pair with the question. In the last, we will output the answer that has the highest probability.
Chapter 4: WORK OF FIRST SEMESTER

4.1 MODELS

In general, an image can be described as a row * column * 3-dimension matrix which in a high dimension and text can be represented as a vector which in a low dimension. What we need to do is to reduce the dimension of images or increase the dimension of text so that these two items can be combined and feed to neural network.

In the first, we consult to the structure of Question-Answering model based on text, then extent the text-base to image-base structure.

4.1.1 Text-Based QA Model

i) Word Embedding

First, we perform the word embedding to convert word strings into vectors. The method to perform the word embedding is call Skip-gram. First, we will traverse all the words in the training set and get a unique word dictionary vector. Second, we can replace words in all the sentence in the train set with the index of the word in the dictionary vector. After converting sentence in the train set into
vectors, we can use Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) to capture more information about the sentence.

**ii) End-to-End Memory Network**

After converting the words to vectors, end-to-end memory network is used to solve question answering problem, this network is a kind of recurrent neural network where the recurrence reads from a large data before it produces the result.

![Figure 38: (a) Single Layer Version (b) Three Layer Version](image)

End-To-End Memory Network can divide into the following parts:

- **Input representation:**

  In this stage, the model maintains several embedding matrices with the same dimension. We use a certain embedding matrix to convert the input vectors to memory vectors and convert the query to an internal state. After that, we compute the match, which is a possibility, of the memory vectors and the internal state by using SoftMax function on the dot product of these vectors.
Output representation:

In this stage, we use the output vectors, which are calculated for each input vector by using another embedding matrix, to compute to the response vector of the memory. The response vector is simply the sum of the products of each output vector and its corresponding possibility which is computed in last stage.

Find out the prediction:

In the single layer case, the prediction of the network is to sum all response vector and the internal state and then pass this sum through the weight matrix. Finally, we can use Softmax function to get the result.

4.1.2 From Text to Image

i) Extract Image Features.

In our application, we used the VGG model to extract the feature from training set.

VGG model contains a stack of convolutional layers with kernel size of 3 * 3. The convolutional stride is 1 and the zero-padding size is also 1. For pooling layers, VGG model contains five max-pooling layers with 2 * 2 kernel and stride equal to 2. Following the convolutional layers, there are three Fully-connected layers. The first and second fully-connected layer contains 4096 neurons each.
while the third layer has only 1000 neurons because this layer is used to perform ILSVRC classification. Finally, we add a soft-max layer as final layer.

Instead of training our own VGG model, we use the VGG provided Keras (VGG16 model for Keras). After deploy the model in our application, we extract the feature from the images in MSCOCO dataset. In our program for extracting feature, we set parameter batch size to 10, which means the program will process 10 images in one turn. In each turn, we extract feature of these ten images, which are vectors, using the VGG model. After the features are produced by the VGG model, we store the features into a file as the input of LSTM.

**ii) Feed the Image Features to LSTM**

![Whole Model of Visual Question Answering](image)

*Figure 39: Whole Model of Visual Question Answering*
After using Convolutional Neural Network to extract the features from the image train set, we feed these features with the text vectors to the Long Short-Term Memory to train the model.

4.2 HYPOTHETICAL MODEL

To improve the accuracy of number-relative question, we decide to use some ways to process the image such that we can count all objects in an image and feed the result into the neural network as image features.

4.2.1 Object Counting Model

To improve the performance of our model for visual question answering, we build a sub-model for objection detection which may have benefit to our model.

This object detection is referred to the paper, which describe a kind of neural network called Fast Region-based Convolutional Network. Comparing with other neural network, this neural network has faster training speed and more accurate detection.
Fast R-CNN uses the whole image and its object proposals as input. First, Fast R-CNN passes the input through several convolutional layers and max-pooling layer to generate the convolutional feature map of this image. After that, the convolutional feature map is passed to a region of interest (RoI) layer to generate a fixed-length feature vector for each proposal. Finally, these feature vectors are passed through two separate fully-connected layer. For the first fully-connect layer which perform SoftMax function, this layer produces a numerical number for each proposal which indicate the possibility that this object is in this image. For the second fully-connected layer, this layer output four numbers for each proposal which indicate the location of the object in this image.

In our model, as the accuracy of answering question like predicting number of objects is very low, I think Fast R-CNN is very suitable to our model. As mentioned earlies, the output of Fast R-CNN can be considered as a set of regions
of interest (rectangles) indicating objects and the corresponding label for each object in these regions of interest. Therefore, by reviewing the output of Fast R-CNN, we can find out the numbers of different objects in input image.

For example, the input image is shown below.

![Input Image for Fast R-CNN](image)

*Figure 41: Input Image for Fast R-CNN*

In this image, there are a female and a horse. After the processing of Fast R-CNN, we can toughly consider the output as image below.
In the output of Fast R-CNN, there are two regions of interest (rectangles) and a region of interest contains a female while the other region of interest contains a horse.

Therefore, by pushing these kinds of information to the LSTM for question answering. It is possible that the model can answer the question about counting, like “How many people are there in this image” or “Is there any horse in this image”, more accurate. Therefore, this model can help us improve the accuracy of our visual question answering model.
In this model, we want to use object recognition to count each object in an image and together with the image features to enhance the accuracy of model.

### 4.2.2 Image Caption Model

#### i) NIC Model

![Sample Output](image)

**Figure 44: Sample Output**

The score of this model is as following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>BLEU-4</th>
<th>MeTEOR</th>
<th>cider</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NIC</td>
<td>27.7</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>85.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbor</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>36.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>85.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ii) Recurrent Visual Representation

![Figure 45: Sample Result](image)

The overall score of this model:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Flickr 8K</th>
<th>Flickr 30K</th>
<th>MS COCO Val</th>
<th>MS COCO Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PPL</td>
<td>BLEU</td>
<td>METEOR</td>
<td>PPL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNN</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>23.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNN+IF</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>20.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNN+IF+FT</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>20.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNN+VGG</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our Approach</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our Approach+FT</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>19.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our Approach+VGG</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>19.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
iii) Overall Structure

In our first model, we decide to using several different ways to do generate image captions and combine them into a sentence which represent the image. And in this case, we convert an image into sentence so that the Visual Question Answering problem is converted to a Text-Based Question Answering problem.

But this model still has many defects. First, current models in image caption field cannot describe the content in image well and too many information will lose in this process.

4.3 Implementation and Training

The overall architecture of our model is like:
In the first, we used a preprocess program to extract the train images’ features and using HDF5 binary data format to store it. Then we used the word embedding to convert the words to vectors and combining the question vectors and the image features, and last we feed the combined data to the LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) to train the model.

4.3.1 Data Loader

Since the training images and the questions are separated in different files and in the format of JSON.

The image file name is like COCO_train2014_[image id].jpg. For example, there is an image whose name is COCO_train2014_000000348957.jpg, then the image is 348957.
In the train question file, the format is as following and it contains an image id and a question id.

{
    "question": "How many windows can you see?",
    "image_id": 434410,
    "question_id": 4344102
}

The format of answer is as following, and it contains a question id and several choices while each choice has its own answer id.

{
    "answer": "kettles",
    "answer_confidence": "yes",
    "answer_id": 6
}

Above all, the image id is not and question id may not continuously. In this case, we have a function to load the image, question and answer and binding them together.
4.3.2 Extract Image Features

After we can load the train data, we need to using Convolutional Neural Network to extract the feature from the images. The VGG-16 model accepts R, G, B channels that between 0 and 1. Then for each image we split it to R channel, G channel and B channel respectively. And then resize it to 224 * 224 dimension.

For example, in the following image, we first separate it into its three-color channel, and then resize its dimension to (224, 224).
def load_image_array(image_file):
    img = misc.imread(image_file)
    # GRAYSCALE
if len(img.shape) == 2:
    img_new = np.ndarray((img.shape[0], img.shape[1], 3), dtype = 'float32')
    img_new[:,:,0] = img
    img_new[:,:,1] = img
    img_new[:,:,2] = img
    img = img_new

    img_resized = misc.imresize(img, (224, 224))
    return (img_resized/255.0).astype('float32')

After preprocessing the train images files, we feed them into the VGG-16 Model to extract their features.

i) VGG-16 Model

The preprocess program use the VGG-16 model as the basic model, the structure is like following.

```
layer {
  name: "conv1_1"
  type: "Convolution"
  bottom: "data"
  top: "conv1_1a"
  convolution_param {
    num_output: 64
    pad: 1
    kernel_size: 3
  }
}
layer {
  name: "relu1_1"
  type: "ReLU"
```

```
The rough structure can describe as following:
ii) Features Format

The feature of an image is a vector whose shape is 4096 * 1.

For each train images, we have a vector whose shape is 4096 * 1, after we finishing extracting the image features, we can obtain a matrix whose shaper is number of images * 4096, and this large matrix will store in HDF5 binary data format file. Since HDF5 has a smaller size when we store the data.

4.3.3 Training

We build up a LSTM Model. This LSTM model contains 2 hidden layers. and each hidden layer has 512 neurons. Therefore, for each hidden layer, it will output a 512-length vector.

For Input layer, it maintains three parameters which are Wimg, Wemb, bimg. Wimg is a matrix [4096, 512] and all elements in this matrix are random
values in range [-1, 1] initially. Wemb is a matrix [q_vob_len, 512] where
q_vob_len is the number of words in all questions and all the elements in this
matrix are 0 initially. bimg is a 512-length vector which represents the bias. The
usages of three parameters will be described below. When the data batch feed in,
since the dimension of image features and words is not the same, we need to
regularize these dimensions. For words, we do word embedding to generate a 512-
length vector to represents words using Wemb. For image, we multiply the Wimg
and 4096-length image feature vector and add the bimg to generate another 512-
length vector. Therefore, the dimensions of image feature vector and word vector
are regularized.

4.3.4 Predicting

We first load the pre-trained QA model and VGG model from local. Then
we use VGG to produce the image feature vector of input image. After that, we use
pre-known knowledge to embedding the words in question and reduce the
dimension of image feature vector. We concatenate these vectors and feed resultant
matrix into pre-trained QA and generate the word vector representation of answer.
Finally, we look up this vector in our pre-known knowledge and find out the
answer.
4.4 **Training Process**

The train log can help us to improve our models, and the following figures are showing the Training Accuracy and Losses during each epoch.

![Training Accuracy Graph](image1)

*Figure 54: Training Accuracy*

As we can from the above figure, the training accuracy go up quickly in the beginning of train process, then in maintain an accuracy between 50% to 60% and trend to converge in the middle of training process. And after finishing the whole training, the final accuracy is about 55%.

![Losses Graph](image2)
From the above figure, we can know that the train process was about to converge quickly. The training accuracy and the training losses didn’t change a lot after epoch 10. And the total training loss is about 300 eventually.

4.5 **Evaluation**

4.5.1 Evaluation Metric

We use the evaluation code which offer by the Visual Question Answering challenge organizers. In this evaluation metric, the accuracy of machine will be averaged over all 10 choose 9 sets of human annotators to enhance the robustness of accuracy.

The accuracy formula is as follow:

\[
Acc(\text{ans}) = \min\left\{ \frac{\# \text{humans that said } \text{ans}}{3}, 1 \right\}
\]

4.5.2 Evaluation Dataset

The dataset we used for evaluation is mentioned in Chapter Methodology.
4.6 Accuracy

4.6.1 Overall Test Result

![Accuracy Graph]

*Figure 56: Overall Accuracy of Current Model*

4.6.2 Detail Accuracy

*Figure 57: Accuracy of Our Model*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Set</th>
<th>Yes / No</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline All Yes</td>
<td>70.97</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>29.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline Prior Per Question Type</td>
<td>71.40</td>
<td>34.90</td>
<td>8.96</td>
<td>37.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline Nearest Neighbor</td>
<td>71.89</td>
<td>24.23</td>
<td>22.10</td>
<td>42.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC Berkeley &amp; Sony</td>
<td>83.62</td>
<td>39.47</td>
<td>58.00</td>
<td>49.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our Model</td>
<td>74.62</td>
<td>31.76</td>
<td>31.32</td>
<td>45.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.7 Samples

Figure 58: Sample 1

Question: What animal is this?
Top 5 Answers: horse, cow, elephant, dog, zebra

Question: What color is this animal?
Top 5 Answers: brown, white and brown, white, black and white, black

Question: What are they doing now?
Top 5 Answers: walking, talking, eating, standing, taking picture
Figure 59: Sample 2

Question: What is this that in the front?

Top 5 Answers: train, building, truck, bikes, teddy bears

Question: How about the weather now?

Top 5 Answers: cloudy, cold, rainy, wet, evening

Question: How many cars are in there?

Top 5 Answers: 2, 3, 1, 5, 4
Question: What is this man doing?

Top 5 Answer: skateboarding, jumping, snowboarding, sitting, taking picture

Question: How about the weather?

Top 5 Answer: rainy, sunny, cloudy, clear, overcast

Question: What is the gender of the person?

Top 5 Answer: male, female, child, boy, women
Question: what are sitting on the counter in different stages of cutting with a knife?

Top 5 Answers: napkin, chocolate, glass, bread, fries

Question: What is the color of this vegetables?

Top 5 Answer: orange, yellow, green, blue, brown

Question: What is the name of this vegetable?

Top 5 Answer: carrot, parsley, apple, bananas, carrots
Question: What is the color of this animal?

Top 5 Answer: black and white, white, brown, black, gray

Question: What is this animal?

Top 5 Answer: zebra, giraffe, horse, cow, zebras

Question: How many animals are there?

Top 5 Answer: 2, 3, 4, 1, 5
Question: How many animals are there?

Top 5 Answer: 2, 1, 3, 4, 5

Question: What is the name of this animal?

Top 5 Answer: bird, bear, elephant, cat, dog

Question: what are sitting down on the ground?

Top 5 Answer: teddy bear, bear, snow, stick, bird
Question: what is playing with the large UNK of ice?

Top 5 Answer: surfer, surfing, surfboard, water, boat

Question: What is the color of this animal?

Top 5 Answer: white, brown, black, white and brown, gray

Question: How many animals are there in the image?

Top 5 Answer: 2, 1, 4, 3, 6
Question: How many animals are there in the image?
Top 5 Answer: 2, 3, 1, 4, 5

Question: What is the name of object that in the middle?
Top 5 Answer: remote, laptop, toy, cat, books

Question: What is the name of object that in the left?
Top 5 Answer: laptop, keyboard, remote, phone, bowl
Figure 66: Sample 9

Question: what are flying through the sky?

Top 5 Answer: kites, plane, kite, clouds, airplane

Question: What is the color of background?

Top 5 Answer: blue, red, green, orange, yellow

Question: How many objects in the sky?

Top 5 Answer: 13, 10, 4, 5, 1
Question: what is the black dog holding?

Top 5 Answer: frisbee, kite, bat, carrot, dog

Question: What is the color of this dog?

Top 5 Answer: black, brown, black and white, white and brown, white

Question: what is the color of the object that the black dog holding?

Top 5 Answer: yellow, blue, white, pink, red
Question: What is this woman doing?

Top 5 Answer: cooking, eating, taking picture, smiling, cutting

Question: What is this woman holding?

Top 5 Answer: banana, fork, plate, knife, pizza

Question: What color is this woman's eyes?

Top 5 Answer: blue, brown, black, green, red
4.8 Analysis of Result

The model we used now get an accuracy of 49.12% over the test set and we present the accuracy of baseline model and the model from UC Berkeley & Sony. The accuracy of model from UC Berkeley & Sony represent the highest accuracy of current Visual Question Model, we can see that the Visual Question Answering is still a hard problem over the world since the accuracy of number-relative question is much low than the accuracy of Yes / No questions.

In our opinion, there are several reasons that the accuracy is not so high. First, the Convolutional Neural Network we use is mainly used to classify the objects, which means that the image features that we extracted contained the class of each object in the image but didn’t contain the count of each objects. In this case, the model is to use “common sense” to answer the number-relative questions. Thus, the model has much high accuracy on Yes / No question than the number-relative question.

In some extent, the current model has a high performance in recognizing the type of questions. If the question is asking the number of an object, the top 5 answers will be a number, and if the question is asking about the weather, the top answers will also show some kinds of weathers. In this case, we can say that our
current model has high accuracy of answering the question-type but may have low accuracy in answering the question.

We will focus on all the above bottlenecks in the next term and to enhance the whole accuracy of the model.
Chapter 5: **IMPLEMENTATION OF NEURAL REASONER**

5.1 **OVERVIEW**

5.1.1 Overall Structure

*Figure 69: Overall Structure of Neural Reasoner Version*
5.1.2 Introduction

A train sample can be split into two parts, image and question.

For the image, we can first apply the object localization to find the significant objects in an image. Then we use VGG-Model to process these extracted objects. These objects and their location can be regarded as the facts in the neural reasoner.

For the question, we use word embedding to convert the natural language sentence into a matrix.

Until now, we obtain the facts and question, the feed them into the neural reasoner iteratively to obtain the result.

5.2 LOCALIZATION

We have surveyed several kinds of object localization method, e.g., Faster R-CNN [4], Microsoft’s Edge Boxes, and YOLO (You Only Look Once). We choose to use YOLO in our project since it is the easiest to modify.
5.2.1 Faster R-CNN

i) Structure

![Structure of Faster R-CNN](image)

*Figure 70: Structure of Faster R-CNN*
\textbf{ii) Detection Result}

\begin{tabular}{|l|l|}
\hline
 & \textbf{Fast R-CNN} \\
\hline
Test time per image & 0.32 seconds \\
(Speedup) & 146x \\
\hline
Test time per image with Selective Search & 2 seconds \\
(Speedup) & 25x \\
\hline
\end{tabular}

\textit{Figure 71: Structure of Region Proposal Network}
iii) **Disadvantages:**

Faster R-CNN is hard for us to modify.

### 5.2.2 Edge Boxes

Edge Boxes [5] uses edges in the image to generate the object box proposal. It does not depend on the deep learning method.

![Detect Edges in an Image](image)

*Figure 72: Detect Edges in an Image*
5.2.3 YOLO

YOLO (You Only Look Once) is a real-time object detection system and we use YOLO in our project. We add a function in the source code of YOLO help us extract the object in the images.

```c
void extract_detector(char *datacfg, char *cfgfile, char *weightfile, char *filename, float thresh, float hier_thresh)
{
    printf("%s\n", "Start Extracting");
    list *options = read_data_cfg(datacfg);
    char *name_list = option_find_str(options, "names", "data/names.list");
    char **names = get_labels(name_list);

    image **alphabet = load_alphabet();
    network net = parse_network_cfg(cfgfile);
    if(weightfile)
```
load_weights(&net, weightfile);

set_batch_network(&net, 1);
srand(2222222);
clock_t time;
char buff[256];
char *input = buff;
int j;
float nms=.4;

DIR *d;
struct dirent *dir;
d = opendir(filename);
if (d)
{
    while ((dir = readdir(d)) != NULL)
    {
        if ((dir->d_name[0] != '.')
        {
            strncpy(input, filename, 256);
            strcat(input, "/");
            strcat(input, dir->d_name);

            printf("%s ", dir->d_name);

            image im = load_image_color(input, 0, 0);
            image sized = letterbox_image(im, net.w, net.h);

            layer l = net.layers[net.n-1];

            box *boxes = calloc(l.w*l.h*l.n, sizeof(box));
            float **probs = calloc(l.w*l.h*l.n, sizeof(float *));
            for (j = 0; j < l.w*l.h*l.n; ++j) probs[j] = calloc(l.classes + 1, sizeof(float *));

            float *X = sized.data;
            time=clock();
network_predict(net, X);
get_region_boxes(l, 1, 1, thresh, probs, boxes, 0, 0, hier_thresh);
if (l.softmax_tree && nms)
    do_nms_obj(boxes, probs, l.w*l.h*l.n, l.classes, nms);
else if (nms)
    do_nms_sort(boxes, probs, l.w*l.h*l.n, l.classes, nms);
draw_detections(sized, l.w*l.h*l.n, thresh, boxes, probs, names, alphabet, l.classes);
save_image(sized, dir->d_name);
free_image(im);
free_image(sized);
free(boxes);
free_ptrs((void **)probs, l.w*l.h*l.n);

Firstly, we will use the YOLO to preprocess the train image. For each image in the train set, we apply the YOLO to find the significant objects and print out their positions. The output is as following:

*Image Name Left₁ Right₁ Top₁ Bottom₁ ... Leftₙ Rightₙ Topₙ Bottomₙ*

The sample output is as following:

```
```
Once we finishing the preprocess of the train image, we extract the image and objects information using VGG model and store this information in HDF5 format.

```python
def load_image_localization(filename):
    file = open(filename, 'r')
    dic = {}  
    for line in file.readlines():
        info = line.split()
        image_id = re.findall("[0-9]+", info[0])[1]
        objects = []

        for i in range((len(info) - 1) / 4):
            objects.append([int(info[4 * i + 1]), int(info[4 * i + 2]),
                             int(info[4 * i + 3]), int(info[4 * i + 4])])
        dic[image_id] = objects

    return dic
```
5.3 VGG Model

The configuration of VGG model is as following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ConvNet Configuration</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>A-LRN</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11 weight layers</td>
<td>11 weight layers</td>
<td>13 weight layers</td>
<td>16 weight layers</td>
<td>16 weight layers</td>
<td>19 weight layers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**input (224 × 224 RGB image)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>conv3-64</th>
<th>conv3-64</th>
<th>conv3-64</th>
<th>conv3-64</th>
<th>conv3-64</th>
<th>conv3-64</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LRN</td>
<td>LRN</td>
<td>LRN</td>
<td>LRN</td>
<td>LRN</td>
<td>LRN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

maxpool

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>conv3-128</th>
<th>conv3-128</th>
<th>conv3-128</th>
<th>conv3-128</th>
<th>conv3-128</th>
<th>conv3-128</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>conv3-128</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

maxpool

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>conv3-256</th>
<th>conv3-256</th>
<th>conv3-256</th>
<th>conv3-256</th>
<th>conv3-256</th>
<th>conv3-256</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>conv1-256</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

maxpool

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>conv3-512</th>
<th>conv3-512</th>
<th>conv3-512</th>
<th>conv3-512</th>
<th>conv3-512</th>
<th>conv3-512</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>conv1-512</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

maxpool

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>conv3-512</th>
<th>conv3-512</th>
<th>conv3-512</th>
<th>conv3-512</th>
<th>conv3-512</th>
<th>conv3-512</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>conv3-512</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

maxpool

| FC-4096   | FC-4096   | FC-1000   | soft-max  |          |          |

*Figure 74: Configurations of VGG Model*
Configuration D is the best model in these configurations. For the configuration D, it has about 138M parameters and occupy 93M memory.

![Structure of VGG Model](image)

*Figure 75: Structure of VGG Model*

We do not need the final output of VGG model, what we want is the matrix that represent the input image. In this case, we do not need the output of SoftMax and we use the data in the second ReLU layer as the representation of this image. Since there are 4096 nodes in the second ReLU layer, the representation vector of the image is a vector whose size is 4096 * 1.
5.4 REASONER

As we described in Chapter 3, multilayer perceptron (MLP) is able to determine the relationship between two input sentences according to supervision [11]. Therefore, we also can use MLP to determine the relationship between fact vectors and vector representation of question.

In our model, we implement three layers of reasoning. Inside each reasoning layer, there are two parts called question-image interaction and weighted pooling. For question-image interaction, we feed the question reasoning result from last layer and each fact vector into MLP, which can be represent as
\[ q_i^l = \varphi(W_l \times (q^{l-1} \ast v_i) + b_l) \]

With \( q_i^l \) is the reasoning result of layer output of \( l - 1 \) layer and \( i \)th fact.

```python
for j in range(self.options['num_facts']):
    feed = fact_update * query_update
    layer_1 = tf.add(tf.malmul(feed, reason_weights['layer1']),
                     reason_biases['layer1'])
    layer_1 = tf.nn.relu(layer_1)
    layer_2 = tf.add(tf.malmul(layer_1, reason_weights['layer2']),
                     reason_biases['layer2'])
    layer_2 = tf.nn.relu(layer_2)
    layer_o = tf.add(tf.matmul(layer_2, reason_weights['out']),
                     reason_biases['out'])
    query_out.append(layer_o)
    c.append(tf.add(tf.matmul(layer_o, pool_weights['A']),
                    tf.add(tf.matmul(query_update, pool_weights['B']), pool_biases['B'])))
```

After all the question-layer interaction of this layer is produced, we need to select one as the most suitable answer and pass it into next layer. Therefore, we use weight pooling to find out the best answer. The process is represented as

\[
C_i = \tanh \left(W_A \times q_i^l + (W_B \times q^{l-1} + b_B)\right),
\]

\[
P = \text{softmax}(W_p \times C + b_p),
\]

\[
q^l = \sum_i P_i q_i^l
\]

```python
c = tf.nn.tanh(c)
p = tf.nn.softmax(c, name='p')
for j in range(len(p)):
    if j == 0:
        query_update = query_out[j] * p[j]
```
else:
    query_update += query_out[j] * p[j]

5.5 PREDICT

When predicting, we feed the image into YOLO model to generate objects and its coordinates. The object images are extracted from original image and fed into VGG model to get their feature vectors. Then these object image feature vector, the original image vector and word representation of question are fed into our VQA model to generate final answer.
Chapter 6: **IMPLEMENTATION OF FRENCH QUESTION ANSWERING**

6.1 **OVERVIEW**

6.1.1 Overall structure

![Diagram of the structure of France Question Answering](image)

*Figure 77: Structure of France Question Answering*
6.1.2 Introduction

In this model, we implement a VQA which supports French Question and French Answer. Comparing with the previous model, we change original word-embedding model into a bilingual model which supports English and French.

When English question is fed in, we use monolingual model, which support English, in bilingual model to embed the question in vectors and feed these vectors into model together with image feature vector.

When French question is fed in, we use monolingual model, which support French, in bilingual model to embed the question in vectors and feed these vectors into model together with image feature vector.

The reason we use this structure is that we suppose the questions with same meaning in English and French should have similar vector representations.

6.2 BILINGUAL WORD EMBEDDING

6.2.1 Bilingual Model:

Bilingual Model contains two monolingual models that can do word embedding in two languages and a parameter alpha [9].
6.2.2 Monolingual Model:

Monolingual Model contains a Huffman tree that stores its own vocabulary and two matrix whose sizes are (size of vocabulary) times word embedding dimension size and represents input weights and output weights. The word embedding of a word, which is in vocabulary, can be calculated by using input weights and output weights. The meanings and usages of input weights and output weights can be found at [10]

6.2.3 Overall Training implementation:

When creating a bilingual model with some configurations, this model automatically creates two monolingual models with the same configurations. After these two monolingual models have been created, these two models initialize their skipgram models based on the user input and input dataset, which are two articles with same meaning in two different languages. The initialization process will be described below. After all parameter is initialized, the bilingual model starts training. The training process is a loop that takes two individual sentences synchronously from the dataset and training the monolingual models with these two sentence.
6.2.4 Initialization Process:

Bilingual model first initializes the parameter alpha based on the user input. Then the internal monolingual models initialize the input weight and output weight using random variable and the range of each entry in input weight and output weight is from -0.5 to 0.5. After that, the monolingual models read the words from dataset and create a Huffman trees that contains its vocabulary set. The structure of this Huffman tree also form a structure of neural network. All nodes except leaf nodes serves as a neuron and contains a weight.

6.2.5 Sentence Training:

In this sentence training process, the input two sentences are split into words. Then we perform uniform alignment on these words. The reason why we perform uniform alignment is that the numbers of words in these two sentences may be different and i\textsuperscript{th} word in sentence 1 may not be mapped into i\textsuperscript{th} word in sentence 2 semantically. Therefore, we need to find out the mapping between the words in these two sentences based on the lengths of these two sentences. After the uniform alignment is done, we train model using word pairs based on the word mapping generated in uniform alignment.
6.2.6 Word training:

Word training part contains four training parts. Part 1 and Part 2 are training only involve individual monolingual model. Part 3 and Part 3 are training involving both two monolingual models.

Part 1: source monolingual model trains its own word-embedding model.

Part 2: target monolingual model trains its own word-embedding model.

Part 3: set the source monolingual model as source model and target monolingual model as target model, and then do training.

Part 4: set the target monolingual model as source model and source monolingual model as target model, and then do training.

6.3 Predict

As we support two languages in our VQA model, we introduce a variable called “language”, which indicate what language we use in prediction.

When variable “language” is “English”, we feed the question into the target language model in bilingual word-embedding model, which interpret English. Then we concatenate the vector representation of this question with the image vector, which is produced by VGG16 model, and feed this combination into our VQA model. We will found the word whose vector representation is the nearest
one to the vector output by VQA model through target language model in bilingual word-embedding model and consider this word as the final answer.

When variable “language” is “French”, the prediction procedure is similar to the procedure describe above except that we replace the target language model by source language model.
Chapter 7: IMPLEMENTATION OF VIDEO QUESTION ANSWERING

7.1 OVERVIEW

As we mentioned in previous, we will first apply the scene detector to the target video and extract the key scene based on the content change of the frame. Next, using these key scenes to predict the answer of the question.

![Diagram of Video Question Answering](image_url)

*Figure 78: Diagram of Video Question Answering*
7.2 SCENE DETECTOR

7.2.1 Introduction

The scene detect algorithms can detect the scene changes in a video and cut the video into separate frames. Since if there are just little difference between several frames, the information inside these frames are also almost similar. We can extract the frames which change suddenly and use them to represent the input video.

We use an open source scene detector whose name is PySceneDetect. It is a free command line tools and there are several detection algorithms available, e.g., threshold based fade in-out detection algorithms, advanced content aware fast-out detection algorithm [8].

i) Content-Aware Fast-Out Detection Algorithm

The content-aware detector detects the frames where there is huge difference between the two neighbor frames (exceed the threshold value). This algorithm can find the abrupt changes (jump cut in file) and the scene changes in the video.

ii) Threshold Based Fade In-Out Detection Algorithm

The threshold based fade in-out detector is the most traditional method to find the key scene in the video. It works by comparing the intensity or brightness
of current frame with the threshold, if the average value of the R, G, B values of all pixels exceeds the threshold, this frame is regarded as a key frame.

### 7.2.2 Example

Let use a short video to present the function of PySceneDetect. The website of these video is [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OMgIPnCnlbQ](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OMgIPnCnlbQ) (movie of James Bond, GoldenEye (Copyright © 1995 MGM)).

The command is as following:

- Content-Aware Detection:

```
scenedetect -i goldeneye.mp4 -d content -t 20
```

- Threshold-Based Detection Mode:

```
scenedetect -i goldeneye.mp4 -d threshold -t 20
```

The detect result is as following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scene Number</th>
<th>Scene Preview</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><img src="image-url" alt="Scene Preview" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This 83 seconds video is divide into about 20 frames according to the content changes between the neighbor frames. Then we feed the 20 frames with the question into our model and find the optimal answer for this question.

7.3 PREDICT

For each key scene, we can obtain a series of answer with probabilities. Then we combine all the answers and use the answer that has highest probability as the final answer.
Chapter 8: TRAINING PROCESS

8.1 DATASET

8.1.1 Visual Question Answering Dataset

Since we need a large amount of data to train a model, and the data set should contain image, question and answer pairs.

The training and testing dataset we used in our project is provided by the organizers of Visual Question Answering challenge which is sponsored by MS COCO website. This dataset contains three subsets which are train set, validation set and test set. Inside the dataset, there are two types of questions and first one is Open-End questions and another one is Multiple-Choice questions. The detail is as following (16ht):

Real Images:

- 82783 MS COCO training images
- 40504 MS COCO validation images
- 81434 MS COCO testing images
- 248349 questions for training
- 121,512 questions for validation
• 244,302 questions for testing (3 per image)
• 2483490 answers for training
• 1,215,120 answers for validation (10 per question)

Abstract Images:

• 20000 training images
• 10,000 validation images
• 20,000 MS COCO testing images
• 60000 questions for training
• 30000 questions for validation
• 60000 questions for testing (3 per image)
• 600000 answers for training
• 300000 answers for validation (10 per question)

8.1.2 Bilingual Word Embedding

Since we aim to train a bilingual word-embedding model, we need to dataset that is articles with same meaning in English and French.

The dataset we use is called European Parliament Proceedings Parallel Corpus. The Europarl parallel corpus is extracted from the proceedings of the European Parliament. It includes versions in 21 European languages. Since we are
only interest in English and French, we only use English version and French version.

- English version dataset contains 2,218,201 sentences and 53,974,751 words.
- French version dataset contains 2,190,579 sentences and 54,202,850 words.

### 8.2 Training Process of Neural Reasoning

In our model, we choose Adam optimizer as our optimizer and train 3 models using 3 different learning rate.

**i) Learning Rate: 0.002**

Accuracy:

![Accuracy Graph](image)
When learning rate is 0.002, the final accuracy is around 50% and the final loss is around 350.

\textit{ii) Learning rate: 0.001}

Accuracy:
Figure 81: Accuracy of Training when learning rate is 0.001

Loss:

Figure 82: Loss of training when learning rate is 0.001
When learning rate is 0.001, the final accuracy of training is around 60% and loss of training is around 200.

**iii) Learning rate: 0.0005**

Accuracy:

*Figure 83: Accuracy of Training when learning rate is 0.0005*

Loss:
Figure 84: Accuracy of Training when learning rate is 0.0005

When learning rate is 0.0005, the final accuracy of training is around 65% and loss of training is around 250.

By comparing the result of these three models, we can find that the model with learning rate equals to 0.001 and model with learning rate equals to 0.0005 is better than the model with learning rate equals to 0.002 based on the statistics result. Practically, we find that the model with learning rate equals to 0.0005 is the best one.
In our model, we choose Adam optimizer as our optimizer and train 3 models using 3 different learning rate.

\textbf{i) Learning Rate: 0.002}

Accuracy:

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.8\textwidth]{fig85.png}
\caption{Accuracy of training when learning rate is 0.002}
\end{figure}
When learning rate is 0.002, the final accuracy is around 40% and the final loss is around 500.

\textit{ii) Learning rate: 0.001}

Accuracy:
Figure 87: Accuracy of Training when learning rate is 0.001

Loss:
When learning rate is 0.001, the final accuracy of training is around 50% and loss of training is around 300.

**iii) Learning rate: 0.0005**

Accuracy:
Figure 89: Accuracy of Training when learning rate is 0.0005

Loss:
When learning rate is 0.0005, the final accuracy of training is around 50% and loss of training is around 300.

By comparing the result of these three models, we can find that the model with learning rate equals to 0.001 and model with learning rate equals to 0.0005 is better than the model with learning rate equals to 0.002 based on the statistics result. Practically, we find that the model with learning rate equals to 0.0005 is the best one.
Chapter 9: RESULT

9.1 VISUAL QUESTION ANSWERING (REASONER VERSION)

9.1.1 Evaluation

i) Evaluation Metric

The evaluation metric we used is same as what we used in the last semester.

We use the evaluation code which offer by the Visual Question Answering challenge organizers. In this evaluation metric, the accuracy of machine will be averaged over all 10 choose 9 sets of human annotators to enhance the robustness of accuracy.

The accuracy formula is as follow:

\[ \text{Acc}(\text{ans}) = \min\left\{ \frac{\# \text{ humans that said } \text{ans}}{3}, 1 \right\} \]

ii) Evaluation Dataset

The dataset we used for evaluation is mentioned in Chapter Methodology.
### 9.1.2 Accuracy

#### i) Detail Accuracy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Test Set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline All Yes</td>
<td>70.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline Prior Per Question Type</td>
<td>71.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline Nearest Neighbor</td>
<td>71.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model in Last Semester</td>
<td>74.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Model</td>
<td>80.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 9.1.3 Sample Result

![Figure 91: Sample 1](image)
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Question: What animal is this?

Top 5 Answers: horse, zebra, elephant, dog, cow

Question: What color is this animal?

Top 5 Answers: brown, white, black, blue, green

Question: What are they doing now?

Top 5 Answers: riding, talking, eating, standing, skiing

Question: What is this that in the front?

Top 5 Answers: truck, train, building, bikes, teddy bears

Question: How about the weather now?
Top 5 Answers: cloudy, cold, rainy, wet, evening

Question: How many cars are in there?

Top 5 Answers: 2, 3, 1, 5, 4

Question: What is this man doing?

Top 5 Answer: skateboarding, jumping, snowboarding, sitting, taking picture

Question: How about the weather?

Top 5 Answer: cloudy, sunny, rainy, overcast, clear

Question: What is the gender of the person?

Top 5 Answer: male, boy, female, child, women
Question: What are sitting on the counter in different stages of cutting with a knife?

Top 5 Answers: carrot, chocolate, glass, bread, fries

Question: What is the color of this vegetables?

Top 5 Answer: orange, yellow, green, blue, brown

Question: What is the name of this vegetable?

Top 5 Answer: carrot, parsley, apple, bananas, carrots
Question: What is the color of this animal?

Top 5 Answer: black, white, brown, black, gray

Question: What is this animal?

Top 5 Answer: zebra, giraffe, horse, cow, zebras

Question: How many animals are there?

Top 5 Answer: 3, 4, 2, 1, 5
Question: How many animals are there?

Top 5 Answer: 2, 3, 1, 5, 4

Question: What is the name of this animal?

Top 5 Answer: bear, bird, elephant, cat, dog

Question: what are sitting down on the ground?

Top 5 Answer: bear, snow, stick, bird, cow
Question: what is playing with the large piece of ice?

Top 5 Answer: cow, bird, surfboard, water, boat

Question: What is the color of this animal?

Top 5 Answer: white, brown, black, blue, gray

Question: How many animals are there in the image?

Top 5 Answer: 2, 8, 1, 3, 6
Figure 98: Sample 8

Question: How many animals are there in the image?

Top 5 Answer: 3, 1, 2, 4, 5

Question: What is the name of object that in the middle?

Top 5 Answer: remote, toy, laptop, cat, books

Question: What is the name of object that in the left?

Top 5 Answer: remote, keyboard, books, phone, bowl
Question: what are flying through the sky?

Top 5 Answer: plane, kite, kites, airplane, birds

Question: What is the color of background?

Top 5 Answer: blue, red, yellow, orange, green

Question: How many objects in the sky?

Top 5 Answer: 8, 4, 13, 5, 1
Figure 100: Sample 10

Question: what is the black dog holding?

Top 5 Answer: frisbee, carrot, bat, bowl, dog

Question: What is the color of this dog?

Top 5 Answer: black, brown, white, blue, yellow

Question: what is the color of the object that the black dog holding?

Top 5 Answer: blue, yellow, white, pink, red
Figure 101: Sample 11

Question: What is this woman doing?

Top 5 Answer: eating, cooking, smiling, dog

Question: What is this woman holding?

Top 5 Answer: plate, fork, apple, knife, pizza

Question: what color is this woman's eyes?

Top 5 Answer: brown, yellow, black, green, red
9.2 French Question Answering

i) Sample 1

English Version Question: What animal is this?
Top 5 Answer: elephants, bear, winter, elephant, horse.

French Version Question: Quel animal est-ce?
Top 5 Answer: l’éléphant, chien, Gardant, chat, droit
ii) Sample 2

![Image of elephants]

English Version Question: How many elephants are there in this picture?

Top 5 answers: 2, 3, 1, 8, 6.

French Version Question: Combien y a-t-il d'éléphants dans cette image?

Top 5 answers: 2, oui, aucune, 5, coupées

iii) Sample 3

![Image of a person]

English Version Question: What is the gender of this person?
Top 5 Answers: female, male, yes, food, light.

French Version Question:

Top 5 Answers: femelle, mâle, oui, aucune, salubre.

*iv) Sample 4*

![Image of a boy eating a sandwich.](image)

English Version Question: What is this boy doing?


French Version Question: Qu’est-ce qu’il fait?

Top 5 Answers: manger, voir, oui, 2011, debout
v) Sample 5

English Version Question: What is he doing?

Top 5 Answers: skiing, surfing, sitting, standing, walking

French Version Question: Qu’est-ce qu’il fait?

Top 5 Answers: skier, surfer, debout, marcher, assis.

9.3 VIDEO QUESTION ANSWERING

We have tried several videos and the results is as following:

9.3.1 Video Sample 1

The URL of video sample 1 is

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kMhw5MFYU0s. The title of this video is “Dogs Who Fail At Being Dogs”.
Firstly, we apply the scene detector to the video and the extracted key scenes of these video. This video is divide into 17 key scenes and they showed as following:

i) Key Scenes
ii) Question & Answer

- Which animal is this?
  - Dog

- Which animal is it?
  - Cow

- What are they doing?
  - Posing
9.3.2 Video Sample 2

The URL of video sample 2 is https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G8KpPw303PY. The title of this video is “Funny Cats - A Funny Cat Videos Compilation 2016 || NEW HD”.

Firstly, we apply the scene detector to the video and the extracted key scenes of these video. This video is divide into 15 key scenes and they showed as following:

i) Key Scenes
ii) Question & Answer

- What animal is this?
  - Cat

- What are they doing?
  - Playing
Chapter 10: DISCUSSION

10.1 VISUAL QUESTION ANSWERING (REASONER VERSION)

10.1.1 Accuracy Comparison

For the same test batch, the accuracy of the model in the second semester and first semester is as following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Model in Last Semester</th>
<th>Current Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>74.62</td>
<td>80.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>31.76</td>
<td>35.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reasoning</td>
<td>31.32</td>
<td>40.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Accuracy</td>
<td>45.87</td>
<td>48.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the above data, we can see that the reasoner can help increase the accuracy of visual question answering.

Instead of converting the whole image into vector in the last semester, we not only convert the original image, but also the significant objects in the image. In this way, the information inside the image was represented richer than that in the last semester.
10.1.2 Cases Analysis

i) Case 1

![Sample Image 1](image)

Figure 102: Sample Image 1

In this image, two people are working in the desktop. When using the model in the last semester, the whole image will feed into the neural network. Using the approach in this semester, we will apply the object localization first and the result is as following:
The object detector can find there are two persons in the image as well as a vase and a cup. However, the vase and the cup are false positive since these are no vase and cup in the image.

In this case, if we ask question about the number of person in the image or whether there are human in the image, it may response a correct answer. Vice versa, if question is about the vase and cup, it may response a false answer.
ii) Case 2

As we can see, there are two dogs in the above image. The object localization also responds the correct box proposals. In this case, the model may have a good performance when answering the question about the animals and numbers.
iii) Case 3
In the above example, the object localization recognize the hippopotamus as the elephant by mistakes, which may cause the wrong answer.

10.2 FRENCH QUESTION ANSWERING

In this semester, we implement a model that support French. Although we can find some samples that can show our model answers properly, our model gives wrong answers most of time.
After we analyze the French VQA procedure, we find that the vector representations of questions in French and English is not very similar. There are several reasons that may explain why this happens.

First, the semantic structures of English and French are not exactly the same, which means the order of words in sentences of English and French are not the same. For example, “What does he do” and “Qu'est-ce qu'il fait?” are the same in meaning. However, if we translate the French sentence into English words by words, the result is “What that he do”, which is different from “What does he do”. Since this two sentence has different semantic structures, the LSTM may consider the French question as different question and give wrong answers.

Second, our bilingual model is not accuracy enough. Since the training dataset is only 200MB, this model does not know many words. In addition, although we map each English word to a French word properly by finding the closest word, the vector representation of English word and French word is not the same. Therefore, when embedding the French question, the whole vector representation of this question is different from vector representation of English version, even though the orders of words are the same in two languages. This difference can lead to the misunderstanding and wrong response of LSTM.
Therefore, according to these two reasons, we need a larger dataset and a bilingual model that is not influenced by order of words.
Chapter 11: CONCLUSION

When we start our final year project, we know little about neural networks or even about machine learning. Therefore, we hope that we can learn something about machine learning, and then have better understanding on machine learning.

At the end of the last semester, we had basic knowledge about Computer Vision, Natural language processing and developed a very basic model of Visual question Answering. We knew that this model was not enough and we needed more knowledge to develop a more powerful model.

At the beginning of this semester, we searched for paper for our new model structure and wanted to support French to make our model more impressive. Finally, we found the paper [9] and this paper led us to develop our model using neural reasoner. In addition, we adopted the bilingual model developed by Stanford to enable French support.

At the end, based on these knowledge and technologies, we are able to implement the final version of Visual Question Answering.
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